Results and evaluations of 48 continuous breeding reproduction studies conducted in mice.
Results of 48 continuous breeding reproduction (RACB) studies are summarized and control data from these studies are used to determine the statistical sensitivity of each endpoint from different parts of these studies. Results of testing individual chemicals compared well with results of multigeneration studies reported in the literature. Continuous breeding studies were able to discriminate reproductive toxicants from nontoxicants, and provided valuable structure-activity information. When mice in continuous cohabitation produce multiple litters, the statistical sensitivity of fertility endpoints is quite high and is comparable to that associated with other sensitive indicators of reproductive function, such as testis weight and sperm parameter measures. The principal advantages of the RACB protocol in comparison to multigeneration studies are: (1) the increased sensitivity and statistical power, (2) the ability to monitor progression of toxicity and to detect subfertility, (3) use of a battery of endpoints including sperm measures, (4) the ability to determine the affected sex(es), and (5) slightly reduced testing time.